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Energy Management Using Buffer Memory
for Streaming Data
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Abstract—This paper presents a new approach for energy
management by inserting data buffers. The buffers are managed
using the concept of inventory control by treating energy as cost
and computation as production. The data stored in the buffers are
considered as merchandise. Our method provides a mathematical
framework to develop general strategies managing the energy
consumption in computers. The approach can solve a wide range
of problems. For example, it can calculate the needed buffer sizes
to achieve optimal energy savings. It can derive the conditions
when a standby state saves energy. The method also shows the
effect of load balancing on energy conservation and can handle the
variations of data rates. We use sensor networks as case studies
and demonstrate more than 20% energy savings.

Index Terms—Memory capacity, power management, system
modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

ENERGY conservation is one of the most important de-
sign goals for electronic systems. Many energy-manage-

ment schemes have been proposed for reducing the energy con-
sumption of individual components, such as processors, cache,
memory, hard disks, or wireless transceivers. Even though they
have demonstrated various degrees of energy savings, they are
often inapplicable to other components. Moreover, they pro-
vide no general mathematical framework to consider the inter-
actions among components. For example, some voltage-scaling
schemes require buffers to amortize the performance variations,
but they do not provide guidance for determining the buffer
sizes.

In this paper, we provide a general approach for energy man-
agement based on the concept of inventory control [1]–[3]. In-
ventory control is essentially a scheduling problem: when to
produce (or order) products and the quantity to produce. En-
ergy management, or power management [4], is also a sched-
uling problem: when to turn off idle components or adjust their
performance levels in order to conserve energy. In our formu-
lation, energy consumption is equivalent to cost (i.e., dollars).
Performing computation is equivalent to producing goods. Data
buffers are equivalent to warehouses. Turning on or off a hard-
ware component is equivalent to starting or stopping production.
Inventory control minimizes the average cost per item of mer-
chandise; energy management minimizes the average energy per
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Fig. 1. Inserting a data buffer between a producer and a consumer. p:
production rate; a: consumption rate.

byte of data in a task. A task can be updating a database record,
processing a financial transaction, decoding an MPEG frame,
transmitting a network packet, or backing up a file.

Fig. 1 shows a general model of our method. It inserts a buffer
between a producer and a consumer. The producer has the data
production rate of ; the consumer has the data consumption rate
of . We consider two scenarios: and . If , the
producer can save energy by being turned off occasionally. The
producer produces data and stores them in the buffer. Then, the
producer is turned off and remains off when it waits for the con-
sumer to consume the data in the buffer. If , the consumer
can be turned off occasionally to save energy. Data produced by
the producer are stored in the buffer when the consumer is off.
The two scenarios are symmetric as explained in Section IV-A.
In the rest of this paper, we assume .

In computer systems, many components form a pair of a pro-
ducer and a consumer with different data production and con-
sumption rates. For example, when a processor produces and
writes data onto a hard disk, the processor is the producer and
the hard disk is the consumer. If the processor produces data
faster than the hard disk consumes, the processor has to wait be-
fore the hard disk finishes data consumption. Inserting a buffer
between the processor and the hard disk may reduce the pro-
cessor’s energy consumption if the processor is turned off (or
slowed down) while it is waiting for the hard disk. Compared
with existing methods, our approach has the following advan-
tages. First, we use data buffers to create idle periods. Without
buffers, producers and consumers are always busy (even though
one is under-utilized). This is similar to keeping a production
line in a factory. If there is no warehouse, the factory has to keep
producing to meet the demand even though it can produce more
merchandise than necessary. A warehouse allows the factory
to be occasionally shut down for reducing costs. Second, our
method complements scaling techniques because it is often dif-
ficult to perfectly match the rates of a producer and a consumer.
An example is a sensor node using IEEE 802.11 for wireless
communication—possibly due to the low commodity price. The
sensor samples only a few bytes per second but the communica-
tion interface supports over one million bytes per second. Third,
our method can be extended to handle multiple components,
load balancing, and varying data production and consumption
rates. Fourth, our method can calculate the buffer sizes and the
period length for optimal energy savings.
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We assume that buffering delays can be tolerated. An example
of our target systems is sensor nodes collecting temperature
samples to detect forest fires. When there is no fire, the sensor
nodes report the temperatures periodically several times a day
for studying the climate and ecology. The sampling rates may
be lower than the transmission rates by several orders of magni-
tude. Hence, these nodes can store the data for several hours or
days before transmission. When the temperatures rise above a
certain threshold, the nodes report the sensed data immediately
to inform the rangers of a fire. In order to ensure that sufficient
energy is available to detect and report a fire, it is crucial to con-
serve energy when there is no fire and delays are acceptable.

This paper starts with a motivating example. In this example,
data are produced at a constant rate and data consumption takes
no time (infinite data-consumption rate). We generalize the
model to consider finite data production and consumption rates,
intermittent data production, discrete memory sizes, energy
savings, delays in changing power states, multiple power states,
standby states, load balancing among multiple consumers, and
variable production and consumption rates. This paper has the
following contributions:

1) a method to find the minimum-energy schedules and the
corresponding buffer sizes;

2) the conditions to determine whether multiple power states
or a standby state can reduce energy consumption;

3) the relationship between load balancing and energy reduc-
tion;

4) a criterion to minimize power consumption when the pro-
duction or consumption rate is uncertain.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II surveys related
work. Section III provides a motivating example. Section IV
generalizes the formulation to consider more realistic cases.
Section V presents our case study of sensor networks. Sec-
tion VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Some methods have been developed to manage the energy of
whole machines. For example, Neugebauer et al. [5] treated en-
ergy as a resource like CPU time or memory allocation. They
accounted the energy consumed by each process as a metric to
offer the desired quality of services. Chase et al. [6] proposed
an economic model to charge processes that used excessive en-
ergy. It was a trading-based energy management: programs bid
for energy to accomplish their tasks. Zeng et al. [7] proposed
the concept of energy budget for each process; the scheduler se-
lected a process according to its remaining budget. Pinheiro et
al. [8] used a differential feedback control algorithm to predict
future workload and shut down idle machines in computer clus-
ters.

Some techniques manage the energy of individual com-
ponents. These techniques can be divided into two major
categories: shutdown and scaling. The former sets a hardware
component to a state in which the component cannot serve
any request, for example, spinning down a hard disk. The
latter changes a component to a different power-performance
state, for instance adjusting a processor’s frequency. Shutdown
algorithms predict when a component is idle and shut down

the component [4], [9]. Hwang et al. [10] used exponential
averages to predict the idleness of a hardware component. If
the predicted idle time was sufficiently long, the component
was turned off to reduce energy consumption. Krishnan et al.
[11] compared the decision to spin down a hard disk with the
decision to buy a merchandise. Keeping the platters spinning
continuously consumed energy; this was analogous to paying
rents regularly. The disk was shut down if it remained idle for
an extended period of time. This was similar to buying the
merchandise and keeping it for a long duration. Benini [12]
used stationary Markov models to predict idleness. Request
arrival was modeled as stochastic processes; the method used
stochastic optimization to determine when to shut down a com-
ponent. Chung et al. [13] considered nonstationary requests by
estimating the arrival rates of requests at run time. Their method
precomputed optimal solutions for different arrival rates. If
the actual arrival rate was different, their method interpolated
among the closest optimal solutions. The previous two methods
used discrete-time Markov models. The drawback was that
management decisions occurred only periodically. Qiu et al.
[14] used continuous-time Markov models so that a component
could be shut down at any time. Simunic et al. [15] added time
indexes so that management decisions could be triggered by
events. Qiu et al. [16] used a Petri net to model requests; their
method could guarantee the quality of service for multimedia
applications.

Scaling matches the performance of a component with the
request arrival rate and prevents the component from being
underutilized and wasting energy. Acquaviva et al. [17] re-
duced the energy consumption by scaling the frequency of
the StrongARM processor on a SmartBadge for processing
MPEG videos. Ishihara et al. [18] used integer programming
for scaling discrete voltage levels. Their method adjusted pro-
cessors’ performance levels to accomplish all tasks before their
deadlines with the minimum energy. In addition to passively
predicting when a component is idle or underutilized, a power
manager can also actively control the component’s activities by
scheduling requests. For example, Pouwelse et al. and Schmitz
et al. [19], [20] presented scheduling techniques so that pro-
cessors’ frequencies could be scaled down without missing
deadlines. Lu et al. and Weissel et al. [21], [22] scheduled
processes to create idle periods for IO components. Some
studies have been devoted to reducing the energy consumption
of sensor networks [23]. Bhardwaj et al. [24] estimated the
lifetimes of sensor nodes by calculating the energy consumed
for transmitting information. Many researchers focus on devel-
oping energy-efficient routing protocols [25]–[30]. Unlike these
studies, our method inserts buffers before transmitting packets;
therefore, it is complementary to energy-efficient routing and
can be combined to conserve more energy.

Buffer insertion can create idle time for shutdown and scaling.
Im et al. [31] used data buffers to smoothen the variations in
execution time so that the frequencies of processors could be
scaled down. Lu et al. [32] built graphs that encoded the pro-
cessors’ frequencies and the amount of the data stored in the
buffers. They found minimum-cost walks to reduce the energy
consumed by the processors. These two studies offered only
heuristic estimation of the required buffer sizes. Bertozzi et al.
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TABLE I
SYMBOLS AND THEIR DEFINITIONS

Fig. 2. Buffered data as a function of time.

[33] studied a shutdown method with data buffering for a net-
work interface card. Their simulation results showed the min-
imum buffer size as a function of the network bandwidth. In
our earlier work [34], we considered the energy consumed for
buffering data and calculated the optimal buffer sizes when the
production and consumption rates were constants. Several prac-
tical examples show that the buffer energy cannot be ignored.
Zhu et al. [35] mentioned that 128-GB memory was used as
storage cache in an EMC Symmetrix storage system. Micron
1-GB SDRAM consumes 6–10 W [36] while a Seagate 147-GB
SCSI hard disk only consumes 17 W, or 0.12 W/GB [37]. In
other words, this hard disk is times more
energy efficient than the memory module. Even if a system has
already installed memory, its energy may also be reduced by
power management when unused portions of memory are turned
off [38], [39].

III. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE

This section uses an example to demonstrate how to use the
concept of inventory control for energy management. Inventory
control uses warehouses to store merchandise so that produc-
tion can stop to reduce cost. Energy management uses buffers
to store data so that the producer can be turned off to save
energy. This example manages the energy consumption of a
sensor node. It collects air samples continuously at a rate of . It
transmits the samples to a base station for analyzing pollution.
The node can keep its transmitter always on and transmit each
sample immediately when it is obtained. Alternatively, the node
can store multiple samples in a buffer and wake up its transmitter
to send them all at once. This incurs buffer energy but may re-
duce the transmitter’s idle energy. Our goal is to find how many
bytes of samples should be transmitted each time for minimum
energy consumption. The symbols used in our analysis are listed
in Table I.

In this example, the sensor is the producer and the transmitter
is the consumer. We assume that the consumption rate of the
transmitter is infinite (we will remove this assumption in Sec-
tion IV-A). Fig. 2 shows how many bytes of samples are stored
in the node’s buffer. We use as the maximum amount of data

stored in the buffer. The value of is also the total bytes trans-
mitted each time. It takes to collect these data; this is called
a period. After bytes of data are collected, the transmitter is
turned on and sends all the data to the base station.

We classify energy consumption as dynamic and static. A
component consumes dynamic energy when it executes a task,
such as sensing, transmitting, or computing. The dynamic en-
ergy depends on the amount of data sensed, transmitted, or com-
puted. The component also consumes static energy when it is
turned on. If the component is not executing any task, this static
energy is also called the component’s idle energy. The static en-
ergy is independent of the amount of data sensed, transmitted,
or computed.

Buffer insertion reduces the consumer’s energy. Meanwhile,
it introduces additional energy consumption: the buffer energy
and the energy to turn on and off the consumer. We consider
them and the consumer’s energy together as the total energy
consumption. The buffer consumes energy in two ways: 1) the
static power of the buffer and 2) the energy to write data to the
buffer and, later, to read from the buffer. The former is repre-
sented by , while the latter is represented by for each byte.
Suppose the energy to consume a byte of sample is . It includes
two parts: 1) the energy to store and read the byte in the buffer
and 2) the energy to transmit it. The first part is , and we use
for the second part. In a period, the energy to consume bytes
of samples is . Since the amount of the samples in the buffer
increases steadily, the average is over each period. Because
the buffer energy (refer to the buffer’s static energy) is propor-
tional to the buffer’s size, it is
in one period. Let be the overhead energy to turn on and off
the transmitter. We can compute the total energy per period by
adding the energy to turn on and off the transmitter, the energy
to consume data, and the buffer energy: .
Since bytes are consumed in a period, the average energy per
byte is

(1)

By taking the first derivative of the above formula equal to
zero, we can find the minimum average energy per byte when

. This is the buffer size which achieves the
best energy savings.

IV. GENERALIZATION

This section generalizes the formulation and considers 1) the
finite data production and consumption rate; 2) intermittent
data production; 3) discrete memory sizes; 4) energy savings;
5) state-transition delay; 6) multiple states; 7) standby state;
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Fig. 3. Buffered data with finite data production and consumption rates and
a > p.

8) multiple consumers; and 9) variable production and con-
sumption rates.

A. Finite Processing Rate

Previously, we assumed the data consumption rate was infi-
nite. This assumption can be removed easily. We first consider
the scenario when . Each period can be divided into two
phases, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In the first phase, the consumer
is turned off and the producer produces data and stores them in
the buffer. The data in the buffer increase at the rate of . In
the second phase, the consumer is turned on. Since the producer
continues producing data, the data in the buffer are reduced at
the rate of . The value of is the maximum amount of
the data stored in the buffer. It takes to reach this
level; it is the length of the first phase. The second phase takes

. The length of a period is .
Let be . Since , we can

obtain and . Hence,
. The energy for buffering data is

. Since the consumer is on for , we need to consider
its static power. Let be the static power of the consumer. The
value of now includes three parts: the energy to consume one
byte , the energy to store and read one byte in the buffer , and
the static energy of the consumer per byte . We multiple
and the time of consuming one byte to obtain the static
energy per byte . The total energy per period is the sum
of the energy to turn on and off the consumer, the energy to
consume data per period, and the buffer energy

. During a period,
bytes of data are produced. The average energy per byte of data
is or

(2)

The minimum value occurs when

(3)

This is the optimal length of a period. In each period,
bytes are produced. There are at most

bytes
stored in the buffer. The minimum energy per byte is

(4)

Fig. 4. Buffered data with finite data production and consumption rates and
p > a.

When we increase the consumption rate , more energy is
consumed for one byte of data. In other words, it needs more
energy to consume each byte of data when the data consump-
tion rate is higher. This phenomenon can be understood by using
(4). As increases, decreases and increases,

when . Since is al-
ways larger than , the energy consumption is lower when is
closer to . This result is similar to the conclusion in [18]. When
multiple voltage levels are available, the chosen level should be
the closest to the required performance. Our result is general be-
cause we do not assume that power is proportional to the square
of the voltage. We can also explain by using Fig. 3. When in-
creases, becomes smaller so the consumer is turned on and
off more frequently. Hence, the average energy for one byte of
data increases when the consumption rate rises. The increase
will eventually saturate because .

The required buffer capacity is
to achieve the best energy savings. Notice that the optimal value
of is proportional to the square root of the data production
rate . Increasing the value of will not significantly
increase the needed buffer capacity.

The symmetric scenario is when , as illustrated in Fig. 4.
In the first phase, both the producer and the consumer are turned
on. Data are produced at the rate of and consumed at the rate
of . The excessive data are stored in a buffer so the amount
of the data stored in the buffer increases at the rate of .
In the second phase, the producer is turned off; the consumer
continues consuming the data at the rate of . The value of is
the maximum amount of produced data stored in the buffer. This
scenario has the symmetric solution as the previous scenario.
Because of this symmetry, we will consider only the situation
when in the rest of this paper.

We can also consider the situation when the available buffer
capability is below this requirement. Suppose the available
buffer size is and . The values of and are de-
termined by the buffer size and .
The period is . Using (2), the
energy per byte of data is

(5)

B. Intermittent Data Production

In some applications, the producer produces data intermit-
tently. For example, a sensor node may obtain one sample every
hour. After it obtains each sample, the sensor node can be turned
off. Hence, its data production is intermittent. Fig. 5 illustrates
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Fig. 5. Buffered data with intermittent data production.

how data are accumulated in the buffer; each period includes
multiple phases. We use and to represent the number of
phases in a period and the length of each phase. Within each
phase, the producer remains on for . During the first
phases, only the producer is turned on and produces data. Hence,

bytes of data are stored in the buffer each phase. In the th
phase, the consumer is turned on when bytes of data have been
stored in the buffer. It takes the consumer to consume these
data in the buffer. When the buffer is empty, the consumer is
turned off again. In each period, bytes of data are produced
and the total energy consumption includes: 1) for con-
suming the data; 2) for turning on and off the consumer once;
and 3) for buffering. The value of is
and . Hence, and the
total energy is . We divide
the total energy by and obtain the energy consumption per
byte

(6)

If we assign to , (6) becomes the same as (2). Hence,
we can use (3) to calculate the optimal value of and . Since

is an integer, the value of is .

C. Discrete Memory

We have assumed that the buffer can be an arbitrary size. In
reality, memory sizes are often multiples of kB. For example,
memory sizes can be 2 or 16, but rarely 11 kB. We need to con-
sider the memory’s discrete sizes. If the memory size cannot be

, we have to choose one of two avail-
able sizes closest to this optimal value. One is larger than this
value and the other is smaller. Suppose and are these
two memory sizes. Their periods are
and . We can compare the average en-
ergy per byte of data for these two buffer sizes

(7)

If this formula is negative, we choose as the buffer size,
otherwise, we choose .

D. Energy Savings

After finding the optimal buffer size, we can calculate the con-
sumer’s energy savings for inserting the data buffer. We consider
both situations: continuous production and intermittent produc-
tion. The optimal average energy for each byte of data is repre-
sented in (4). Since is the sum of , and , the formula
can be rewritten as

(8)

When no buffer is used and the data are produced continu-
ously, the average energy per byte includes the static energy of
the consume per byte and the dynamic energy

(9)

The saved energy is the difference of the above two formulas

(10)

Next, we consider intermittent data production. The con-
sumer is turned on for each , when no buffer is used. In
each phase, its energy consumption includes static energy

, dynamic energy , and turn-on energy . The energy
consumption per byte of data is the ratio of the total energy and
the amount of data produced in each phase

(11)

The difference between (11) and (8) is the maximum energy
savings for intermittent data production

(12)

If (10) or (12) is positive, buffer insertion can save energy.

E. State-Transition Delay

We have assumed that the consumer can be turned on instan-
taneously. In reality, it takes time to turn on a hardware compo-
nent. This can be as short as milliseconds in frequency scaling
[40], several seconds for waking up a hard disk [9], to over a
minute to boot a machine [8]. This delay is called a lead time in
inventory control. A lead time is the time interval after a mer-
chandise is ordered to the time when it becomes available. For
energy management, a lead time corresponds to the delay of
changing power states.

If a merchandise has a nonzero lead time, it has to be ordered
early enough so that shortage does not occur. Suppose is the
lead time, the merchandise should be ordered before the in-
ventory level reaches zero. In other words, it is ordered when
there are still items in the inventory. We assume the lead time
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Fig. 6. Consumer is turned on early for nonzero state-transition delay.

Fig. 7. Two data consumption rate a and a ; a < p < a .

is short enough so that . The same concept can be ap-
plied to energy management. If it takes to turn on a consumer,
the consumer should be turned on before the amount of the
buffered data reaches as depicted in Fig. 6. Because no extra
energy is added, the solution in Section IV-A is still valid.

F. Multiple Data-Consumption Rates

In this section, we consider a consumer with multiple states.
They have different data-consumption rates, turn-on energy, and
consumption energy per byte. We define a state as “active” if
the consumer can consume data in this state. Suppose a con-
sumer has two active states. It takes Joules to turn on and
enter the th state ( or ). In the th state, Joules are
needed to consume each byte of data. The consumption rate is

bytes per second. For simplicity, we assume the buffer’s en-
ergy is the same for both states because the buffer and the
consumer are two separate components as shown in Fig. 1. Two
situations exist. 1) Both consumption rates are larger than the
production rate . Our goal is to determine
which state causes less energy consumption. We apply the anal-
ysis in Section IV-A for the two states. The optimal average
energy for the two states is and

, respectively. The difference of
their values shows which state consumes less energy. 2) One
consumption rate is above the production rate and the other is
below the rate . The consumer uses the rate
first and then uses the rate in each period. The buffered data
will grow first and then shrink as illustrated in Fig. 7. The data
in the buffer grow at the rate of during and decline
at the rate of during . The following analysis finds the
period for minimum energy consumption.

Because the consumer is never turned off, no energy is
incurred for turning on and off the consumer. However,
changing from one data consumption rate to the other has
overhead. Let be the energy needed to change from rate

to . For simplicity, we assume the same amount of
energy is needed to change from rate to . Let be

the length of a period: . From the figure,
we can see that ; thus,

,
and . The amount of
data consumed during is ; similarly the amount of data
consumed during is . The amount of data produced in a
period is . The total energy consumed in one
period is . The average energy
per byte of data is
or

(13)

The minimum average energy occurs when

(14)

G. Standby State

In this section, we consider a “standby” state of a consumer.
In this state, the consumer still consumes energy even though
it does not remove any data from the buffer. The benefit of
using the standby state is the smaller energy for changing back
into an active state. For simplicity, we consider only one active
state. Our method can determine the condition when adding the
standby state can save energy.

Suppose the consumer’s power is in the standby
state and the energy is to change back to the active
state . We add the energy consumption for the
standby state during the first phase in Fig. 3. This addi-
tional energy is and the total energy is

. The average energy per byte of
data is .
Since , the average energy is

. The
minimum value occurs when . The
condition for standby state to save energy is

or

(15)

This is the criterion when the standby state can reduce the
energy consumption. The upper bound of depends on the
data production rate , the data consumption rate , and
the energy of the buffer . Suppose the value of is given,
we can find the maximum duration in the standby state
with energy savings. This duration can be found by inequality

. The condition for is
. Because , we can

rewrite the inequality as

(16)
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Fig. 8. Data are consumed by two consumers.

If the consumer is idle longer than this value, the consumer
should be turned off, instead of staying in the standby state.
This is the decision to “buy,” as suggested in [11]. This is also
the “break-even time” defined in [9]. If the consumer is in the
standby longer than the break-even time, it should be turned off
to save energy. Notice that the buffer energy has no effect on
the break-even time. The maximum value of is proportional
to . If is close to , less energy can be saved in the
standby state and the maximum value of is smaller.

H. Multiple Consumers

In this section, we consider the situation when a single con-
sumer cannot consume data fast enough. Suppose data are pro-
duced at a constant rate per second. Its value is larger than the
maximum consumption rate of a single consumer but smaller
than the aggregate consumption rate of two consumers

. This section analyzes how load balancing affects the
energy savings. Fig. 8 extends Fig. 3 to two consumers. In every
second, bytes are sent to the first consumer and bytes are
sent to the second consumer. The two consumers are turned on
when there are and bytes in their buffers. The consump-
tion rates of the two consumers are and , respectively. The
following relationships must hold in each period

(17)

The total energy in each period is
. The total amount of the data pro-

duced in each period is . The average energy per byte is
.

We replace and using the relationship
and

and obtain

(18)

The minimum average energy occurs when

(19)

We can rewrite (18) after substituting the value of

(20)

Because , and are constants, the minimum energy
consumption occurs when
is the minimum. We can further simplify it as

because . The second derivative
of is negative so is a concave
function and the minimum occurs when is as large as possible
or as small as possible. In other words, load unbalance leads
to better energy savings. In contrast,
makes the maximum, hence,
(20) the maximum energy consumption per byte of data.

I. Variable Rates

The previous sections assume constant production and con-
sumption rates. In reality, the rates may vary. When data are
produced more slowly than they are consumed, buffer under-
flow occurs if the consumer continues retrieving data from the
buffer. This costs the producer and the consumer the additional
energy to handle this exceptional situation of buffer underflow.
On the other hand, if the consumption rate is smaller than the
production rate, the unconsumed data require more buffer space
and additional buffering energy. This section considers two sce-
narios: single producer with variable data consumption rate and
multiple producers with variable data production rate. The pre-
vious demonstrates how to obtain the optimal production rate for
the minimum power consumption. The latter shows how many
producers are needed for minimum power consumption.

1) Single Producer With Variable Data Consumption
Rate: Suppose is the energy to produce one byte of data and

is the energy required to handle the exceptions when the pro-
duction cannot meet the consumer’s needs. We call as penalty
energy per byte. We assume that because handling the
exceptions usually consumes more energy than producing the
data. We use to represent the variable consumption rate; this
is a random variable. Let be the probability density function
of . We treat as a continuous variable. For discrete , we
replace the integration by summation in the following formu-
lation. The distribution function is .
Since is a monotonically increasing function,
or if .

Suppose a producer has a constant data rate of . When
, the producer can not produce sufficient data required by the

consumer. The penalty power is with probability
. Thus, its expected value is . If is

smaller than , the buffer power is with probability
. The expected buffer power is . The

total power is the sum of production power, the penalty power,
and the buffer power

(21)
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To find the minimum value of (21), we take the first derivative
for and set it to zero

(22)

The second derivative is , therefore the min-
imum power occurs when

(23)

Since represents the penalty energy of missing the con-
sumer’s needs, the ratio represents the require-
ments to reach the specified service level with optimal power
savings. If failing to produce a sufficient amount of data is very
costly, then is large. Because , the producer
should produce every byte of data needed by the consumer when

is large. On the other hand, if the buffer energy is high,
can be lower and the producer may fail to meet the requirement
of the consumer. This formula provides an explicit trade-off in
service level and energy management. This tradeoff is driven
by the penalty energy of failing to meet the consumer’s require-
ment (value of ), the energy of producing a byte of data (value
of ), and the buffer energy (value of ).

2) Multiple Producers With Variable Production Rates: The
method can also be extended to consider multiple producers
with variable production rates. This section discusses how many
producers should be used to minimize the power consumption
of the producers and the buffer. We use a random variable to
represent the production rate of each producer. Suppose data are
independent and the production rate of each producer follows
the same probability density . For simplicity, we assume
that there is one consumer with a constant consumption rate .
If there is only one producer, we calculate the power by modi-
fying (21) and obtain

. Suppose there are producers and each
produces bytes of data per second for the consumer (load
balancing was discussed in Section IV-H). For each producer,
the power consumption is

. Hence, the total en-
ergy is

(24)

We can take the first derivative of to find the value of that
causes the minimum power consumption. This is the optimal
number of producers needed to meet the consumption rate .
Unfortunately, there is no closed form of for arbitrary proba-
bility function .

Fig. 9. Cluster head.

Fig. 10. Cluster node.

V. CASE STUDY

We use a sensor network to demonstrate the energy savings
of our approach. Some sensor networks form hierarchies using
cluster-based routing to conserve energy [41]. To show the flex-
ibility of our approach, our case study uses two types of sensor
nodes: cluster head and cluster node. A cluster head is a palm-
size computer with local storage (hard disk). It analyzes the sam-
ples from cluster nodes and stores the results in a hard disk. We
consider the cluster head’s processor as the producer and the
hard disk as the consumer shown in Fig. 9. A cluster node is
a thumb-size computer with sensors, a processor, and a radio
transceiver. It collects samples and sends the samples to the
cluster head. In a cluster node, we consider its sensor and pro-
cessor together as the producer and its transmitter as the con-
sumer shown in Fig. 10. We do not consider data reception be-
cause transmission consumes more energy than reception. We
use commercial sensor nodes with fixed-size memory. Thus, we
calculate the energy consumption of the memory from its speci-
fications [42], [43]. Our method can be applied while engineers
design new sensor nodes. The two types of sensor nodes have
the following differences.

1) The cluster head is always on while the cluster node is
turned off periodically after sensing data. Hence, the
cluster node produces data intermittently.

2) Different devices are used as the consumers: the hard disk
in the cluster head and the transmitter in the cluster node.

3) They use different memory as the buffer. The cluster head
uses DRAM because it consumes less power for data
writing; the cluster node uses flash memory because it
can keep data without power.

4) They have different data production rates and data con-
sumption rates.

We consider the average energy for each byte of
data and calculate the percentage of energy sav-
ings, defined as average energy without buffer
average energy with buffer average energy without buffer .
We also study the situations when the data rates are variable.

A. Cluster Head

For the cluster head, we use Accelent’s Integrated Develop-
ment Platform. It has several test points for measuring the power
of individual components. The platform has one 400-MHz XS-
cale processor, 64-MB SDRAM memory from Micron Inc., and
a 1-GB IBM microdrive using the PCMCIA interface. We mea-
sure the power by a data acquisition card from National Instru-
ment.

1) Parameters: We use three methods to obtain the param-
eters: 1) direct measurement; 2) calculation using components’
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Fig. 11. Buffer size and energy consumption when p = 0:25 MB/s and a =

0:7 MB/s.

data sheets; and 3) calculation based on measurement. First, we
directly measure the value of and . The value of corre-
sponds to the energy consumed by the microdrive to finish two
operations in PCMCIA: suspend and resume. These two opera-
tions turn off and turn on the microdrive; together, they consume
0.151 J. The value of is the static power of the microdrive.
Second, we use Micron’s power calculator [43], [44] to com-
pute the static and dynamic power consumed by the SDRAM
of different sizes. The value of is the ratio of the static power
and memory size. We divide SDRAM’s dynamic power by its
bandwidth and obtain the value of . Third, in order to obtain
the value of , we measure the power of the microdrive with dif-
ferent data-writing rates. We subtract the power by the micro-
drive’s static power. We divide the difference by the data-writing
rates and obtain the value of . These parameters are shown in
Table II.

2) Energy Savings: The energy savings depend on the
values of , and . We use (2) and (9) to compute the energy
consumption per megabyte of data. Fig. 11 shows the results
when the buffer size varies from 0.3 to 14 MB. We use 0.7
MB/s as because it is the microdrive’s maximum writing
bandwidth we obtain in the experiment. The energy without
buffer is a constant of 1.84 J/MB. When a buffer is inserted and
its buffer size is small, the energy consumption reduces rapidly
as the buffer size grows. The reason is that a larger buffer size
allows the microdrive to remain off longer. Buffer insertion
achieves the minimum energy consumption of 1.62 J/MB when
the buffer size is 2 MB. The maximum energy savings are

J/MB or %. The buffer
energy is J/MB, about a quarter
of the achieved energy savings % . When the
buffer size is larger than 2 MB, increasing the buffer size raises
energy consumption because the buffer consumes more energy.
Fig. 12 illustrates the effect of and . When is a constant,
energy savings decrease as grows. This is because the buffer
consumes more energy and the microdrive has to be on longer.
When remains a constant, a larger value of saves more
energy. This is because increasing makes the microdrive stay

Fig. 12. Data rates and energy savings when Q = 2 MB.

off longer. When MB/s, and increases from 0.3 to 0.7
MB/s, the percentage increases from 6% to 17%. This figure
also indicates that, for a given value of , no energy is saved
when is sufficiently large.

B. Cluster Node

We use a MICA2 sensor node from Crossbow for this case
study. The sensor node has Atmel’s ATmega128L processor and
Chipcon’s CC1000 transmitter. Atmel’s 512-kbit serial flash
memory is used as the buffer. Because flash memory can keep
samples even without power, sensor node can be turned off be-
fore samples are transmitted. First, we explain how to obtain
the values of the parameters. Then, we show how many samples
are accumulated in the buffer for minimum energy consumption
when data are produced intermittently. Finally, we analyze how
parameters affect energy savings.

1) Parameters: The parameters can be divided into two
types: node specific and application specific. Node-specific
parameters include , and ; application-specific
parameters include , and . We calculate the values of
node-specific parameters from the data sheets of the node’s
components [42], [45] because the manufacturers did not
provide the parameters directly. The parameter is the static
power of the transmitter. We compute it by multiplying the
transmitter’s voltage and idle current. The data sheet [45]
provides only the idle current of the oscillator. We use the
oscillator’s idle current to substitute the idle current of the
transmitter. Since this underestimates the transmitter’s static
power, energy savings in this paper are underestimated and the
actual savings are higher than the numbers we report in this
paper. In order to obtain the value of and , we subtract
the maximum power of the flash memory and the transmitter
by their static power. The differences are respectively divided
by the bandwidth of the flash memory and the transmitter’s
maximum data consumption rate. We calculate by multi-
plying the flash memory’s idle current and voltage from [42],
then dividing the product by the memory size. Finally, we
obtain the transmitter’s turn-on energy by using the product
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF SENSOR NODES

Fig. 13. Buffer size and energy consumption when p = 0:36 kB/s, a = 4:8

kB/s, and r = 1 s.

of the maximum power and the start-up delay from the data
sheets [45] (The turn-off energy is neglected because it is much
smaller than the turn-on energy). Table II lists the values of
these parameters.

2) Energy Savings: We use (2) to calculate the energy per
byte with buffer insertion. Fig. 13 shows this energy consump-
tion for different buffer sizes. We use 4.8 kB/s since it is the
maximum bandwidth of the transmitter. When the buffer size is
smaller than 4000 bytes, increasing the buffer size rapidly re-
duces the energy consumption. The reason is that a larger buffer
size allows the transmitter to be turned on less frequently and
remain off longer. When the buffer size is larger than 4000
bytes, the energy consumption remains nearly constant as
grows because flash memory has a small static energy. From
(3), (4), and , the optimal value of
is 20.9 kB and the minimum energy is 5.95 J/B. When no
buffer is inserted, the energy consumption is 8.17 J/B from
(11). The maximum energy savings are J or

%. The buffer energy decreases the savings by
J/B or

63%.
Fig. 14 shows the effects of the data production rate when

the buffer size is 4 kB. The figure shows that energy savings re-
duce as increases for a constant . A larger value of requires
that the transmitter remain on longer and consume more energy.
When becomes sufficiently large, no energy savings can be
achieved. For a constant , energy savings increase when in-
creases. This is because the transmitter can remain off longer.
For example, when is 0.36 kB/s, if changes from 1.2 to 4.8
kB/s, energy savings increase from 8% to 27% (point A to B).

Fig. 14. Data rates and energy savings when Q = 4 kB and r = 1 s.

Fig. 15. Variable data consumption rate.

C. Variable Data Consumption Rate

We study a cluster node and a cluster head shown in Fig. 15.
The cluster node transmits data to the head at the rate of , and
the cluster head consumes these data at the rate of . Since
may vary when the head consumes different data, we consider

as a random variable. When , the node sends more data
than the head can consume so the head stores unconsumed data
in a buffer. When , buffer underflow happens and penalty
energy is consumed to handle this exception. We consider the
transmitter of the cluster node as the producer and study its en-
ergy consumption. We assume the penalty energy is equal to
eight times dynamic transmission energy per byte . Hence, it
satisfies the condition of . We also assume has a normal
distribution. is the expected value and is the stan-
dard variance. In order to study the effect of and , we use
three sets of and : ( 2.4 kB/s, 1 kB/s), ( 2.4
kB/s, 0.1 kB/s), and ( 3 kB/s, 1 kB/s).

Fig. 16 shows the power consumption of the transmitter when
varies from 0.5 to 4.8 kB/s. Each set of and corresponds

to a curve. These curves show that the power consumption is a
concave function of . For example, when 2.4 kB/s, 1
kB/s, the power consumption reaches its minimum value when

2.6 kB/s from (23). This optimal
value of is larger than the expected value . Hence, the min-
imum power is achieved when the possibility of is larger
than 1/2. This is because and . When is smaller
than its optimal value, larger causes smaller power consump-
tion. The reason is the reduction of penalty power since
is more possible. When is larger than its optimal value, more
data are stored in the buffer and more power is consumed by
the buffer as grows. Hence, the total power consumption also
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Fig. 16. Transmitter’s power consumption when � is a random variable.

increases. The two curves of ( 2.4 kB/s, 1 kB/s), and
( 2.4 kB/s, 0.1 kB/s) show that when is reduced
from 1 to 0.1, the transmitter’s minimum power consumption
reduces from 19 mW to 14 mW. The reason is that a smaller
standard deviation causes the higher possibility of being close
to its expected value. This reduces the possibility of exceptions.
When we increase the expected value of from 2.4 to 3 kB/s,
the transmitter consumes more power. The value of the min-
imum power corresponds also increases from 2.6 to 3.2 kB/s.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a mathematical framework for modeling
energy management by using the concept of inventory control.
Our approach can solve a wide range of problems in energy
management by inserting buffers. We show that energy con-
sumption is equivalent to cost and computation can be man-
aged as production. Our model is general and can be applied to
different hardware components with a producer–consumer rela-
tionship. The model considers the production rate, the consump-
tion rate, and the buffer energy. We calculate the buffer size to
achieve optimal energy savings. We derive the conditions for
a standby state to save energy and we show that load unbal-
ance can provide better energy conservation. We explain how to
handle the variations of production and consumption rates. Our
case studies indicate over 20% of energy savings.
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